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Background Context and Research Question 
Referencing Coser’s idea of the “innovating dissent of a nonconforming minority” (Coser 1962, p 177) 
and Lam’s notion of a “pracademic” as a creative outsider within an organisation who “facilitates new 
activities that alter aspects of their work contexts” (Lam 202, p 163), the aim of the work was to locate 
creative practice research within a local authority museum as a way to interrogate, explore and expand 
the ‘publicness’ of a public museum collection. The Culture Perth and Kinross Museum is a “recognised 
collection of National Significance” (Scottish Gov’t, 2014) and has as part of their museum collection 
over 1 million individual items, but only 1% of this collection is ever on display. The rest is kept behind 
temperature-controlled, secured, locked doors, and therefore not accessible by ‘the public’. Similarly, the 
museum Collection Managers – predominantly white, cis-gendered, middle-class experts – act as 
gatekeepers as to which items are collected, displayed, or discussed. Whilst the staff are representative 
of some of the population of Perthshire, their position and power beg the question of how a small, select 
group of individuals can speak to an entirety of a public? As such, this research explored in what ways 
could my creative practice - as agonistic provocateur - challenge the habitus of Museum Management to 
encourage an expanded public engagement with museum collection.     
 
Methodology:  
The project utilised an Arts Based Research approach to explore this subject. Arts Based Research 
(ABR) is a qualitative methodology that applies artistic approaches to “explore, understand and 
challenge human action and experience” (Savin-Baden and Wimpenny 2014 p.1). In applying a 
systematic use of artistic processes (McNiff 2013), it leads to different way of understanding by 
“recognising the use of the arts as critical in achieving self/others knowledge” (Leavy 2015 p.200). As 
ABR aims to transform situations through collaboration, participation, dialogue and experiences, it was 
felt an apt methodology to explore both notions of ‘collective creativity’ but also a personal response.  
 
The project followed two strands: Internal and External. The Internal facing project situated myself as an 
“organisational misfit” (Lam, 2021) within the management structures within the Culture Perth and 
Kinross cultural organisation, attending meetings, working within the office and providing critical 
moments of reflection. Titled Kill Your Darlings, the work referenced Faulkner who suggested to “Kill All 
Your Darlings." In this, he suggested one should be able to tell the difference between things that are 
liked (but perhaps not useful) and things that are useful. As such, the work explored the ‘darlings’ of 
collection management that might need to be ‘killed’, and interrogated the habits via intervening into 
those habitual processes. For example, proposing to accession myself as a living entity into the museum 
collection brings into question the structures, documents and processes; Or, in another example, 
cultivating yeast from the hermetically sealed archive in order to make bread challenges the idea the 
collection space is a sterile environment.  

 
The External facing project consisted of Events, Publications and Exhibitions that invited the public to 
vote for the “most valuable” item out of a representative display. The notion of ‘value’ was intentionally 
left ambiguous, and the provocation was made that the ‘least valuable’ object would be symbolically 
destroyed at the end of the exhibition. Taking the ‘destructive approach’ not only acted in direct 
opposition to the ‘preservation’ ontology of museums, but also referenced Alfredo Jaar’s Skoghall 
Kunsthall in which he burnt down a temporary cultural space despite pleas from the community. As he 
was “convinced that the best way to move people to act is by awakening consciences of what is missing 
in their lives and bringing them to feel that things could be different.” (Jaar, in Mouffe 2012). 
 
Findings:  
As an artistic project, some findings exist within creative outputs – please images and descriptors 
attached. Similarly, there is some information about the outcomes within this publication and exhibition 
descriptor 

a. Publication - https://www.culturepk.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/were-all-in-this-
together-WEB.pdf 

b. Exhibition - https://www.culturepk.org.uk/whats-on/kill-your-darlings-2/ 
 



Additionally, findings were collected from interviews with staff and participants, but also from a ‘feedback 
wall’ in which participants wrote directly onto the walls of the Gallery (See images attached). Over 7000 
people engaged with the project, which is significantly more than exhibitions. 8 events occurred including 
parades, school activities, discussions, presentations and a final event including a choir, performance 
and ritualistic, symbolic burning of the ‘least valued’ objects.  
 
The findings for the internal museum management processes are ongoing and will be submitted at a 
later date.  
 
Selcted Press and reviews:  
ArtUK: https://artuk.org/discover/stories/kill-your-darlings-what-is-a-public-collection-and-who-is-it-for 
(Commissioned Text)  
Museum Association: https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/people/2022/02/qa-its-not-
bad-at-all-that-there-will-be-conflicts-and-difference/  
ArtFund:  
Courier: https://www.thecourier.co.uk/fp/entertainment/2986626/kill-your-darlings-art/  
Scotsman: https://www.scotsman.com/arts-and-culture/art/art-reviews-kenny-hunter-anthony-schrag-a-
passion-for-art-3590096  
Flemming Collection: https://www.flemingcollection.com/scottish_art_news/news-press/behind-the-
scenes-at-the-museums  
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